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Introduction

Similar to other financial services domains, payments is evolving into an open ecosystem. The EU’s Payment Services Directive (PSD2) pioneered open banking by encouraging banks and established payments players to securely open their systems to foster competition, innovation, and more choices for customers. In such a scenario, we foresee a future state of the industry that we define as Open X, in which leading industry players leapfrog Open Banking and enter an era characterized by more effective and open collaboration with new industry players facilitated by API (application programming interface) standardization and shared customer data insights. In combination with the growing non-cash transactions market, this is driving banks and payments firms to expand their existing array of payment methods and channels. Governments are also promoting the adoption of non-cash payments to encourage financial inclusion. Increasingly, merchants and corporates seek to offer alternative payment systems because of widespread popularity among consumers. Alternative payments also enable merchants to provide real-time and cross-border payments to boost business efficiency. Banks, payment firms, card firms, BigTechs, FinTechs, and other players are continuously developing new technology to cash in on market changes. Amazon’s cashier-less stores, same-day deposits by JP Morgan, the development of systems, such as ToneTag that offer payments service offline, and Facebook’s promised digital currency Libra are among the events expected to expand the payments market horizons. However, data breaches and fraud continue to hinder payments space innovation as firms devote countless resources each year to address security issues. To enable cybersecurity, payments firms and banks continue to collaborate and leverage data to secure their systems. Many governments are also designing new regulations to reduce ecosystem threats. All these measures are expected to make the current ecosystem much more secure and simple for the players as well as customers in the future.

Top Trends in Payments: 2020 aims to understand and analyze the top trends in the payments ecosystem this year and beyond.

Source: Capgemini Financial Services Analysis, 2019
Trend 01: Regulators worldwide are focusing on risk reduction, in addition to standardization and open banking

With the proliferation of disruptive technologies and the rise of new entrants, regulators are stepping up the fight against fraud, money laundering, terrorism financing, and cybercrime.

Background

• A dynamic industry can be fraught with system-related risks due. Therefore regulators have become keenly alert to impending vulnerabilities.

• According to World Payments Report 2019, Anti-money laundering (AML) and counter-terrorism financing (CTF), data privacy and protection, cybersecurity, cryptocurrency, and FinTech protocols were top of mind for regulators in 2018–19.

Key Drivers

• Europe’s May 2018 implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has had a global impact, with more than 100 countries announcing initiatives to develop or bolster their respective data protection regulations.1

• As a result of PSD2 and open banking initiatives, cybersecurity has become a priority for banks, businesses, and customers.

• Regulators are taking varied approaches in dealing with cryptocurrencies to tackle issues related to tax evasion and money laundering.

• Regulators are also making efforts to regulate the technology giants and BigTechs to ensure a level playing field for all participants.

Trend Overview

• Major countries and regions – the United States, EU, Hong Kong, and Singapore – have ramped up their AML/CTF guidelines, and Brazil, Japan, India, Mexico, and New Zealand are aligning themselves with these policies.

  – Japan’s Financial Services Authority (FSA) has urged all financial institutions in the country to scale up their activities in CDD/KYC and suspicious transactions.2

• The United States and Brazil introduced new privacy laws, while India is deliberating the introduction of new legislation. The privacy protection trend is expected to continue in 2020.

  – The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and Brazil’s Lei Geral de Proteção de Dados Pessoais (General Data Privacy Law or LGPD) are enforceable from 2020, while Bahrain’s new data protection law went into effect in August 2019.3

  – India’s draft bill on the topic introduces certain safeguards for personal data and a data protection authority to oversee the activities.4

• In the wake of PSD2 and the global impetus around open banking, significant focus has been placed on cybersecurity initiatives, particularly as lines between fraud and cyber-attacks begin to blur.

---


In the United States, new requirements related to application security and data disposal requirements were added to New York State’s cybersecurity guidelines in April 2019.5

- Sentiment about cryptocurrency regulation varies widely across jurisdictions, while in an attempt to set uniform standards, Eurozone governments and central banks contemplate the launch of a public digital currency in response to competition such as Facebook’s Libra.6
- Initiatives such as setting up sandboxes, formulating a FinTech policy, and developing a regional framework for fostering the FinTech ecosystem are in force in Asia-Pacific.

**Exhibit 2: Regulatory focus areas for risk reduction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulatory focus areas for risk reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fortify AML/CTF machinery by closely collaborating with banks and FIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure customer data privacy and protection, with a fine tuned approach to not thwart innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work towards facilitating robust cybersecurity protocols especially in an open ecosystem future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve uniformity in cryptocurrency regulations to maintain homogeneity in standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable a level-playing field for all market participants by regulating new entrants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Capgemini Financial Services Analysis, 2019

**Implications**

- Globally, a broad range of watchdogs have taken or are planning initiatives to ensure uniformity amid different standards, which will ensure interoperability of the new payments ecosystems apart from minimizing systemic risks.
- As the industry moves to a more open and collaborative ecosystem, data protection and cybersecurity will become critical success factors.
- Without regulations that ensure a level playing field, a highly unstable industry dominated by cash-rich technology giants could result.
- As regulators drive initiatives on multiple fronts, stakeholders will have to make operational adjustments to comply within a more standardized environment.
- Collaboration between regulators and industry stakeholders continues to ramp up to ensure regulation parity, prevent risk, and foster prompt and safe industry innovation.

---


Trend 02: As federated digital identity gains momentum, standards are emerging to ensure interoperability

In a future defined by open data, a robust digital identity mechanism will ensure secured access and data integrity, the success of which will depend upon standards facilitating the interoperability of discrete systems.

Background

• Several countries globally are transitioning from paper-based to digital identifications and rolling out digital ID schemes over 2019 and beyond.
• As this trend progresses, industry associations and industry stakeholders are contemplating standards that will help overcome the security-related challenges.

Key Drivers

• Synthetic identity fraud cases – in which personally identifiable information (PII) is misused – are on the rise. Exposure of consumer PII records in the United States increased 126% year over year from 2017 to 2018.7
• Increased bots usage, password-less authentication, and similar trends necessitating establishing the identity of an individual are spurring the need for a standardized digital identity platform.
• Increasing user ownership and democratization of identity-related information calls for a standard digital identity (DI) solution that can be used commercially.

Trend Overview

• Increasingly, countries are promoting the use of centralized digital identity databases/schemes for customer due diligence (CDD).
  – More than 60 countries have set up a national ID scheme, including Estonia, Belgium, Portugal, Malaysia, and South Africa.8
  – The Reserve Bank of India has allowed FIs in India to leverage Aadhaar (a 12-digit unique identity number) for due diligence requirements.
  – Other examples include BankID (Sweden), Gov.UK Verify (UK), and Bank verification number (Nigeria).
• There are several national-level DI systems that facilitate attribute collection and storage at a centralized location. However, this multiplicity is creating a fragmented landscape that is hindering seamless data sharing.
• Globally, various industry associations and industry stakeholders have taken the responsibility of formulating uniform standards for ensuring a common digital identity framework.
  – The World Economic Forum launched a shared Platform for Good Digital Identity to bring together existing and new digital identity solutions that are inclusive, trustworthy, safe, and sustainable.9

---

– The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) published new guidelines on digital identities.10

– Industry stakeholders are also calling for DI standards as market players collaborate to create their own DI solutions. For example, MasterCard and Microsoft partnered to develop a decentralized universal ID system and worked with Samsung Pay for a DI solution.11

– The World Bank and the international Group of 20 (G20) forum are partnering in support of the Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (GPFI) is an inclusive platform for all G20 countries. As a result, a digital identity onboarding report published in 2018 highlights the significance of digital identity in financial inclusion.

• Distributed ledger technology (DLT) offers promise in creating borderless and open digital identity systems.

– Organizations such as the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) are exploring the use of DLT to identify refugees, link digital wallets, and introduce document verification registers.12

– A broad ecosystem of more than 300 participants across multiple industries from the private and public sectors is working with enterprise blockchain software consortium R3 to develop financial products on Corda, its open-source blockchain platform.13

– The Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) joined forces with Mashreq and Norbloc to create a production-ready KYC blockchain for corporations.14

Exhibit 3: Standards are needed to streamline the crowded DI landscape

Source: Capgemini Financial Services Analysis, 2019

Implications

• Formulating universal standards can facilitate the synchronization of disparate systems to make them interoperable for commercial use.

• Banks can explore DI-related revenue streams by becoming custodians of DI data as they have already invested in infrastructure and data supporting digital identities, which are trusted by other stakeholders such as insurers, retailers, utilities.


Trend 03: Instant payments and open banking reinforce each other and drive the need for back-office rationalization

*Back-office optimization/rationalization will boost efficiency while helping banks fulfill infrastructure requirements to accommodate new payment methods and seamless collaboration with partners.*

**Background**

- Banks have been focusing on front-end activities to gain competitive advantages and improve customer experience, which has often led to a deprioritization of back-office digital transformation.
- Legacy infrastructure and siloed systems are triggering disjointed customer experiences that could be a potential hindrance for banks to emerge as leaders in the new payments ecosystem.

**Key Drivers**

- The line between front- and back-office functions is blurring as customers interact digitally with banks.
- Open banking initiatives expose bank data, systems, and channels – making back-office optimization necessary.
- The adoption of instant payments in conjunction with open banking will give rise to new payment methods, which will require more modern processing approaches, and increased back-office efficiency.
- Payment hubs need a revamp to efficiently integrate multiple payment systems and meet real-time open banking API requirements.

**Exhibit 4: Factors driving back-office rationalization**

- New design supporting Open Banking through API integration
- Real-time design for handling 24/7 transactions
- Cloud-readiness for easy deployment and scalability
- Capability to provide all services in as-a-service or microservice mode
- Accomodate standards such as ISO 20022 and upgrades of older RTGS and ACH
- Omnichannel capabilities driven by rise of IoT

Source: Capgemini Financial Services Analysis, 2019

---

15 Rationalization is the review and reduction, virtualization, or redistribution of technology, software, or infrastructure to ensure maximum operational capability and flexibility at lowest cost.
Trend Overview

• Substantial investment in Instant Payments (IP) infrastructure by several banks across the globe, heightens the need to leverage rails for processing other transactions and to maximize ROI.
  – Processing transactions using IP rails gives financial institutions and PSPs a twofold advantage. First, they can provide customers with a seamless instrument or method transaction experience. And, second, resources can now be redirected to the back end based on IP rails, so cost savings can be funneled to customer-experience-boosting initiatives.
  – Integrating instant payments into core offerings can help banks with messaging standardization, enhanced collections, and omnichannel access.
  – Further, integration becomes even more significant because instant payments infrastructure is an open banking pillar that enables capabilities far beyond account balance inquiry and account aggregation.

• The central banks of major economies are either implementing Real-Time Payment Systems (RTP) or have announced deployment plans.
  – The Eurosystem implemented the Target Instant Payment System (TIPS) in November 2018, Sweden launched mobile payment system Swish in 2012, and India introduced its Unified Payments Interface (UPI) in April 2016.
  – In the United States, the Federal Reserve Board announced its intention in August 2019 to develop an around-the-clock, real-time payment and settlement service, FedNow, to support faster payments at more than 10,000 US financial institutions.¹⁶

• In an OpenX era that is fast approaching, several banks are implementing front-end functionalities that help customers access back-end data through multiple touchpoints.
  – Commonwealth Bank of Australia introduced chatbot Ceba to respond to customer questions about accounts and bank products while collecting data about customer interactions, which the bank mines to create targeted offers that drive growth.¹⁷

• Traditional payment hubs need to be transcended to open banking hubs that are capable of processing all transactions, including one-time payments, scheduled and future-dated, as well as bulk payments.

• Regulatory initiatives such as payments infrastructure modernization across several jurisdictions, the UK’s New Payments Architecture (NPA), and large-value system upgrades in Europe are forcing banks to rationalize back-office functions.

Implications

• A rationalized back office will help banks prepare for the open ecosystem of the future by enabling third parties to access bank systems and data seamlessly.

• Increasingly, banks will collaborate with FinTechs to improve back-office functions that are now focused primarily on customer-facing and internal efficiency tasks.

• Rationalization initiatives will help banks plug in new technologies, such as API and AI, that interact with back-office functions.

• Fraud detection and Direct Debit Authority (DDA) activity would happen in real time as part of back-office rationalization and to support the instant payment ecosystem.


Trend 04: As merchants adopt alternative payment methods, card firms and banks are driven to expand offerings

Spurred by merchant preferences, banks have started to offer payment systems that compete with those from new-age payment players.

Background

• Alternative payments with real-time transaction capabilities find priority among customers in an environment dominated by e-commerce.
• Merchants have multiplied their payments options with alternative methods to cater to customers with different needs.

Key Drivers

• Gen Z, with US$200 billion in purchasing power, is embracing alternative payment methods, which has forced merchants to respond accordingly.18
• Economic changes, such as the widespread use of digital wallets and net-banking services, are driving the adoption of alternative payment methods.
• Factors such as user convenience and faster checkout processes are contributing to the growth of alternative payment methods.
• Over half of all online payments are forecasted to be transacted using alternative payment methods by 2021.19

Trend Overview

• Globally, alternative payment sources (e-wallets, mobile, and net-banking solutions) have outpaced traditional payment sources (cash and cards) as far as merchant payments are concerned.
  – PayPal ranks among the top three payment methods in almost all countries in Europe for e-commerce transactions.20
  – In 2019, India-based digital payments player Paytm logged 1.2 billion merchant payments volume in the first quarter alone.21
• Banks are looking to offer several new services to their existing offerings to provide customers experience on par with new-age players.
  – BBVA and Uber joined forces in Mexico to provide a third-party app that enables Uber to pay unbanked drivers digitally.22
• Banks are creating smart PoS for merchants to generate a robust point of interaction with multiple payment options for customers.

---

ING began piloting a software-based tap-on-phone app that transforms mobile devices into point-of-sale terminals in July 2019. The app poses a threat to dongle-dependent mPOS technology because it accepts payments with no additional hardware plugins.  

Visa is working with Samsung and First Data to develop a software-based system that lets merchants accept contactless payments of any amount on their handsets with no additional hardware.

On the other hand, card firms have also launched a slew of new products and services that match those offered by alternative payment players.

Visa cashed in on the installment payment trend with the debut of an API solution that allows merchants to provide installment payment choices at checkout using visa cards.

Visa’s mVisa (a QR code-based money acceptance method) was launched in 2017 and was adopted quickly by more than 33 banks, and close to 330,000 merchants across India, Kenya, and Nigeria based on the technology’s mobile, infrastructure-free money acceptance advantage.

Mastercard’s Send is a global platform that allows banks and businesses to push money to a recipient with only their debit card number. It enables merchants to disburse instant payments globally via a secure platform.

**Implications**

- Merchants can leverage transaction-related data from alternative payment providers to create new offerings to facilitate conversational commerce.
- Banks can expand their revenue streams by offering merchants digital payments acceptance methods. At the same time, merchants can expand their reach by accepting alternative payment methods.
- Innovative point of sale devices would make acceptance easier and add new payment methods without requiring retailers to regularly replace hardware.

---


Trend 05: Banks collaborate with FinTechs to help corporate clients improve B2B payments efficiency

Banks are involved in targeted collaboration with FinTech firms to improve B2B payment interactions by leveraging the expertise of their partners.

Background

- The entry of FinTech and BigTech players has revolutionized the B2C payment space with a multitude of payment offerings.
- Governments around the world have launched or are developing 24/7, real-time payment systems and cross-border payment systems.
- The revolution in the B2C space, along with government interventions in payments, has led B2B players to expect a similar experience from their service providers, i.e., banks.

Key Drivers

- Corporate customers expect offerings from banks that can break the silos between various platforms, for instance accounts payable, accounts receivable, procurement, and treasury management.
- B2B clients are more interested in purchase process transparency with visibility into all aspects of the transaction and post-transaction process.
- Organizations are looking forward to having effective solutions in place for a wide range of payment scenarios to increase flexibility and ease of use. They expect banks to support digital initiatives as they are unable to transform on their own due to a lack of insights, industry knowledge, and other niche capabilities.
- The B2B space needs real-time, cross-border payments, and banks are building expertise by leveraging new-age tech players as well as government infrastructure such as UPI, TIPS, etc.

Trend Overview

- Banks are collaborating with FinTechs to leverage their technological agility, advanced data analytics, and machine learning capabilities for B2B accounts payable and supplier financing.
  - HSBC announced a USD26 million investment in FinTech Proactis to leverage its accelerated payment facility to promote faster B2B payments to small suppliers.28
  - Citi Treasury and Trade Solutions partnered with Vietnam-based intermediary payment service provider Payoo to facilitate last-mile consumer-to-business collections for corporate clients in the country.29
- Banks are partnering with technology players to provide instant payments services to customers in cross border payments.
  - UAE’s Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank (ADCB) is collaborating with Singapore-based FinTech dltledgers to pilot blockchain-based cross-border trade finance transactions for corporate clients.30

---

– Wells Fargo and B2B cross-border payments provider TransferMate have partnered to reduce friction between borders for their international clients.\textsuperscript{31}

• Banks are also collaborating with FinTechs to break barriers in trade and financing interactions, which are heavily reliant on paper and manual processes.

– Standard Chartered partnered with Traydstream to offer AI-powered trade document matching services to bank clients and to mitigate delays in the trade financing cycle.\textsuperscript{32}

– JP Morgan invested in India-based FinTech Global PayEx to provide clients more transparent electronic invoices and quicker reconciliation.\textsuperscript{33}

Exhibit 6: Collaboration gains ground across a range of B2B areas

Implications

• More and more corporate clients will take advantage of sophisticated offerings from banks – such as improved data management, reconciliation process, and efficient cash cycle management – to streamline their operations.

• Banks will be able to offer customized solutions to their corporate clients, leveraging their existing database, and deploying technology from their FinTech partners.

• Clients can eliminate manual accounts payable and supplier financing processes to improve their overall supply chain operations.

• Businesses would have a single payment source to perform international cross-border payments to their vendors, suppliers, clients, and employees.
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Trend 06: Payments firms enhance capabilities and build ecosystems through mergers and acquisitions for an OpenX future

*To become end-to-end players, payments firms are continuously looking to improve their skills through the purchase of specialized firms.*

**Background**

- The proliferation of mobile payments, open banking regulations, and the shift from cash to digital payments are driving firms to acquire new capabilities and strengths.
- The payments industry continues to undergo mergers and acquisitions that are leading to significant consolidation.

**Key Drivers**

- Digitalization has highly fragmented the payments value chain, resulting in maintaining the scale of operations critical for sustenance.
- The commoditization of payment service providers’ core offering has placed significant pressure on fees and has gradually eroded profit margins, leaving acquisitions as a natural course to gain access to new markets and customers.
- Merchants expect superior service as they balance digital transformation and regulatory compliance.
- Developing end-to-end capability is also a crucial driver for firms.

**Trend Overview**

- Payment firms have been leveraging mergers and acquisitions to create end-to-end payments platforms from issuance to acceptance and spanning across borders.
  - Global Payments and Total System Services (TSYS) finalized a merger deal in July 2019 to create a combined pure-play payments technology company with expertise in integrated payment solutions.\(^{34}\)

---

• In the same month, FIS acquired Worldpay to enhance its overall acquiring and payment offerings to position the new powerhouse company to offer best-in-class enterprise payment capabilities to financial institutions and businesses worldwide.\(^35\)
  > Fiserv acquired First Data in 2019 for $22 billion in an all-stock transaction to create a payments ecosystem with services spanning from account processing and digital banking to integrated payments and the Clover POS system for their customers. Fiserv is now one of the world’s largest payments and financial technology providers.\(^36\)

• Payment players are adding omnichannel capabilities to support merchants expanding their offerings beyond their traditional channels.
  > To gain omnichannel capabilities in the small merchants’ space, PayPal acquired iZettle, a pioneer in payment products that lets merchants meet customers across multiple channels – online, in store, or via mobile.\(^37\)
  > ACI Worldwide acquired Western Union’s SpeedPay to create a unified bill payment platform and unlock new cross-border and cross-currency payments opportunities.\(^38\)

• Visa and Mastercard are also actively acquiring payments firms to maintain their market share.
  > To create an integrated payment solution for merchants and acquirers, Visa purchased Payworks in July 2019 to leverage the Germany-based payment gateway’s cloud-based solution for in-store payments processing.\(^39\) Earlier in 2019, Visa acquired Earthport, a company that provides cross-border payment services to banks, money-transfer service providers, and businesses. The move is expected to enable Visa to reach the vast majority of the world’s banked population to allow easy, quick, and secure money movement worldwide.\(^40\)
  > In August 2019, Mastercard announced an agreement to acquire the majority of the Corporate Services businesses of Nets, a leading European PayTech company. Nets technology and teams strengthen Mastercard’s account-to-account (A2A) capabilities and add services such as data analytics and fraud protection.\(^41\)

**Implications**

• Consolidation among payment firms will lead to the creation of global firms with a presence across multiple geographies.

• Payment firms that adopt omnichannel capabilities will streamline payment processes for their business as well as that of customers.

• Many end-to-end payment players will join the ecosystem with solutions for issuers, acquirers, and e-commerce – in addition to niche-area specialists.

• However, consolidation among acquirers could reduce competition within the traditional processing market, which could trigger a jump in merchants’ overall costs of acceptance.


Trend 07: BigTechs pose a threat to incumbents as they eye collaborative roles in the evolving landscape

*BigTechs playing multiple roles are making their presence felt worldwide across all payments verticals.*

**Background**
- BigTechs created payments platforms primarily to complement their core activity, which they are now trying to leverage.
- BigTech payment offerings that were created to complement their core activities have now been modified into standalone applications after gaining a significant customer base – and delivering new revenue streams.

**Key Drivers**
- Massive and loyal customer bases – including millennials and GenZ – bolster BigTech dominance across the world.
- Insights from data collected through customers’ core activities give BigTechs an advantage over traditional players when it comes to creating superior offerings.
- The lack of industry-driven boundaries allows these tech giants to follow a technology-first philosophy and disrupt the payments industry.

**Trend Overview**
- BigTechs continuously add new features and services to their payments offerings platforms, which helps them earn a leadership role in regions where they have a significant customer base.
  - Google Pay added credit- and debit card support to its India Google Pay app in addition to its original UPI for payments.42
  - The Apple Card launched in collaboration with Goldman Sachs and Mastercard in the United States in August 2019. The card is part of the iPhone Apple Wallet app.43
  - Amazon launched Amazon Paycode in association with Western Union, which lets users select Paycode at checkout and pay cash at one of the Western Union locations.44
- BigTechs are investing in FinTech players to support their growth while they take a back-end player role.
  - Tencent invested in Argentinian mobile banking startup Uala in 2019, to expand its presence in the Latin American region, which has a significant unbanked population. In 2018, Tencent invested USD 180 million in Brazil-based FinTech Nu Pagamentos (NuBank), which offers a mobile-app controlled credit card.45
- BigTechs are continuously expanding their presence in new countries.
  - Ant Financial’s Alipay is collaborating with Finland’s ePassi and Pivo, Norway-based Vipps, Spain’s MOMO, Portugal’s Pagaqui, and Austria’s Bluecode to adopt a unified QR code in a bid to bridge the region’s fragmented mobile payment landscape. All six digital wallets have five million users combined and around 190,000 merchants in their payment networks in Europe.46

---

– Tencent partnered with Amsterdam Airport Schiphol to enable Chinese customers to make purchases using WeChat Pay.47

• BigTechs also play a collaborative role when they invest in startup technology.
– Amazon invested in India-based Fintech ToneTag, a developer of technology that makes payments possible without the internet.48
– To develop financial services based on its digital currency Libra, Facebook acquired Israel-based startup Servicefriend to leverage its Hybrid Bot Architecture. The Libra digital wallet is expected to be available in Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, and as a stand-alone app in 2020.49

• BigTechs are developing new products to create market segments with high entry barriers by leveraging their technological prowess and access to markets.
– Facebook is partnering with multiple firms in support of its digital currency Libra, which is built on a blockchain platform and targeted to encourage Facebook users to move to digital currency.48
– In September 2019, Amazon began an initiative to boost the presence of its voice assistant Alexa via Echo Loop, a smart ring that puts Alexa on consumers’ fingers. The ring pairs with the wearer’s phone for a data connection (iOS or Android) through the Alexa app, and activates with a small button.51

Exhibit 8: Potential roles of BigTech firms in financial services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Provider</th>
<th>Demand Aggregator</th>
<th>Component Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregates and curates customer demand information and (component) supply information for the ecosystem</td>
<td>Engages directly with customers, surfaces options, and facilitates decision-making for their financial lives</td>
<td>Delivers a specific product or capability when triggered by a specific need</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Capgemini Financial Services Analysis, 2019

Implications

• Boosted by their size, vast data collection, established network, and customer reach, BigTechs will continue to play multiple roles as they work to establish their presence across all financial offerings.
• Banks are expected to deliver advanced products that provide a better customer experience as they collaborate more with technology companies.
• Expect more regulations as governments work to maintain global financial stability in the face of BigTechs’ growing portfolio of financial services offerings.

Trend 08: Mobile and QR payments, digital wallets, and contactless cards will drive non-cash payments growth

As customers move away from cash, a new set of payment methods look to capitalize on the opportunity to become the preferred payment option.

Background

• Global non-cash transactions reached 539 billion during 2016–17 and were expected to reach 1046 billion by 2022.52
• Cards form a huge share of non-cash transactions while mobile payments, digital wallets, and QR payments are up year over year in terms of the number of transactions.

Key Drivers

• A dip in the cost of internet and mobile devices has spurred the use of mobile-based payments, digital wallets, and QR codes for payments.
• Geopolitical factors, including the development of super apps such as WeChat Pay and AliPay, demonetization in India, regulations such as the EU’s PSD2, and open banking regulations in the UK, Japan, and Southeast Asia have contributed to the growth of payment firms and their adoption.
• Digital payments using contactless cards and QR codes are supplanting the use of cash for merchant payments as well as peer-to-peer payments thereby driving non-cash payments.
• Sweden, Finland, and South Korea are moving fast to become cashless economies.
• Further e-commerce growth is expected to contribute to the increase in non-cash transactions.

Exhibit 9: Factors driving non-cash payments growth

Source: Capgemini Financial Services Analysis, 2019

Trend Overview

• Payment firms have grown multifold with expertise in various areas of payments and with technology designed as per the requirements of their customers.
  – The global QR-code market accounted for nearly USD 908 million in 2017 and is expected to reach more than USD 2,100 million by 2026 at a CAGR of 9.8%.  
  – Firms such as AfterPay, Klarna, and Simpl that offer the option to buy now and pay later, have gained significant global market share.
• BigTechs have actively invested in payment areas to create their own payment systems and continue to invest in new payment technology.
  – Amazon introduced cashier-less stores in the United States and plans to expand the concept globally.
  – Google added payment with credit- and debit card options to its Google Pay app in India, and Apple has launched its own card in the United States.
• Governments globally have realized the digital transactions can improve financial inclusion, and therefore, they are actively promoting their growth.
  – India introduced the Unified Payments Interface (UPI) in 2016 for faster payments, and the system has logged nearly a billion transactions.

Implications

• Instant payments, coupled with increased adoption of alternative payment methods, will further drive the growth of global non-cash transaction volume.
• Emerging markets will be the bellwether of global non-cash trends with innovative initiatives such as QR codes.
• Merchants’ growing adoption of mPOS and NFC-enabled terminals is also expected to drive non-cash payments.

---

Trend 09: Compliance-as-a-Service gains ground as firms seek cost-effective data compliance across multiple regions

Multiple data focused regulations and stringent adherence requirements are spurring payments players to outsource compliance to specialist firms.

Background

• Regulatory compliance has been a critical priority as multiple firms face million-dollar fines because of violations and non-compliance.
• Firms that handle regulatory compliance in-house often struggle to fulfill assessments, mainly due to the dynamic nature of data protection regulations across the world.

Key Drivers

• The Compliance-as-a-Service (CaaS) model is gaining popularity among payments firms thanks to its potential to reduce associated costs.
• Smaller firms that lack internal resources are leveraging CaaS for significant cost savings.
• CaaS can be configured to keep pace with new mandates and updates, which enables firms to maintain their data compliant in real time.
• Compliance-as-a-Service can also handle cross-jurisdictional/regional regulatory compliance.

Trend Overview

• Payments industry associations now recognize cloud service providers (CSP) as regulatory compliance support partners.
  – The PCI security standards council updated its Payment Application Data Security Standard document to address cloud use.57
  – A few CSPs are also helping firms tokenize data traditionally handled by payments processors.
• Several banks and payments firms have partnered with CSPs for compliance-related solutions.
  – Expertise around regulations such as GDPR is a yardstick for banks seeking cloud service partners.58
  – Madrid-based BBVA partnered with Amazon Web Services (AWS) for compliance-related support in addition to other cloud-based infrastructure services.
  – The Commercial Bank of Dubai adopted Microsoft Azure cloud services as part of its overall digital transformation and to bolster its compliance and security initiatives.59

---

57 The PCI Security Standards Council (PCI SSC) is a global forum for the ongoing development, enhancement, storage, dissemination and implementation of security standards for account data protection.
• Cloud providers deploy tools and processes to monitor countries’ regulatory changes as well as clients’ internal policy changes to help them achieve compliance in real time.
  – Microsoft added an Azure cloud feature that isolates a firm’s compliance data in a single place for easy auditing, no miscalculations, and real-time changes.60
  – Alibaba Cloud has over 70 security certifications and in June 2019, earned Outsourced Service Provider’s Audit Report (OSPAR) accreditation in Singapore, demonstrating its ability to maintain compliance across geographies.61

Exhibit 10: How compliance-as-a service works

Implications
• Cloud service providers will increasingly offer bundled services that include compliance and infrastructure-related services.
• More RegTech players are likely to offer exclusive piecemeal cloud-based compliance services.
• Governments will proactively provide compliance advisory and related resources to build an environment suitable for the growth of payment technology firms.

Conclusion

The shape of the new payments ecosystem is the result of technological trends and developments such as the entry of non-traditional players and new regulatory initiatives—all as customer expectations grow and evolve. The BigTech foray into payments stoked a paradigm shift in banks’ approach to innovation and customer needs. At the same time, banks realized the potential surrounding FinTech partnerships. Expect collaboration to become more evident in the B2B segment in 2020 and beyond.

Standardization and risk reduction are top of mind for regulators and will remain front and center for the next three to five years. Why? As more banks embrace the true spirit of open banking—increased competition, innovation, and more customer choice, data protection and customer privacy must not be compromised. Banks must recognize the inter-relationships of the elements of transparency and actively support robust cybersecurity, data protection, and digital identity mechanisms.

Non-cash transaction volumes will grow at a rate of at least 14% until 2022, which means banks should beef up their transaction processing capabilities. The enormous potential of digital payments combined with open banking and instant payments will fuel the need even more.

Although bank attitudes toward open banking are still rather lukewarm, firms must realize its untapped potential. In three to five years as corporate and merchant segments wholeheartedly support open banking and instant payments solutions, the strategic imperative for banks will be unavoidable.

Emerging technologies such as AI, data analytics, and APIs are all strength-rendering aids in banks’ race to the new payments ecosystem.
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